Buttplate, 1746 Willits Brown Bess:
This buttplate is cast from an antique 1746 Willits, Brown Bess musket. Wax cast brass, only.
#BP-Bess-46-B brass only $29.99

Fowling Gun Buttplate:
This wide early buttplate is ideal for use on flint fowling guns, fusils, muskets, or early flint rifles. The pointed finial design works well on a quasi-military arm, Officer's fusil, Committee of Safety musket, Sergeant's musket, or Chief's Trade Gun. The bottom of the comb is shaped with a hook for installation. Reshape the comb for use on a longrifle. Wax cast brass or steel.

#BP-Fowl-10-I or B
- brass $34.99
- steel $21.99
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